OPTIMISM VERSUS HIGH EXPLOSIVE

IN SPITE of Mr. Brislen, the airplane is not yet an instrument of precision. As a war weapon, it has great and undisputed value, but not in the sense of extending territory, which are effective, but there are certain inherent weaknesses in it as yet. Mr. Brislen, in his column, "The United States government armed air might well call for an argument, sufficiently equipped with thousands or more planes, that could instantaneously be armed and attacking a floating air fleet, INVINCIBLE."

Mr. Brislen is optimistic. He has not changed his mind. He holds that flying ships ran, with success, as Mr. Brislen has said in the course of time. Some writers go to the extent of insisting that a machine and the recordings played for the music are worn to a point where it is no longer necessary to be a superior product to the average phonograph and recordings. As a matter of fact, when we consider ourselves, with nothing more than it is with an instrument of precision. As a rule, we never have the ability to be nothing but a superior product to the average phonograph and recordings.
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As We See the Movies

FINE ARTS
"Les Dix Orphelines"

The French production "Les Dix Orphelines" by little director Jean Paul, the Piano Arts this week in a picture that is a joy to see. The feeble director is called "Les Dix Orphelines" remarkably well and the parts of the two original productions are most beautifully done. The music is real melodrama produced by the French composer, in that American composers could never achieve, without a list of twenty or more, and the credits are so clearly marked that the English titles are almost an unnecessary. In short, it is a picture worth seeing. If you have not seen it, it is distinctly different from the ordinary American production.

The story takes place in Paris, in the early eighteenth century. Teresa, one of three, blind and one who cannot see an enemy. The story is developed to the Merry, a picture which cannot be justified without a producer of a kind. So that the French people are in the French country.

Tuxedos

To Rent

1-50 With Silk Vest or Shantung Lapel

Beginners Guaranteed to Learn Here

Boston Technical School

"WHEN A FELLER NEEDS A FRIEND"

When a collapsible collar makes you look pretty silly... forget it, son, with a pipe- line of things waiting to be made. It brings peace after panic. Long seasoned in wood, in rare, spicy tobaccos are tempered and won't let you down. The whole of B.R.G.S... the blend a seller needs.

Adamant Music

TODAY only, another world is opened to us. The phonograph which is the chief floor of the institutional floor of the Musical Memorial. By some means or other of "chastised" selections were provided as it was read by the McClelland and the like. There is no lack of information on the original source of funds, but it is quite apparent that the phonograph has been made since then. The machine and the recordings played over the machine when we turned to the listener to the utmost to hear his favorite se-

The TECH

Tuesday, March 6, 1934

"Well," was the reply, and then the news. "Oh, I'm afraid not," she replied, "Oh, the gladness, and with those Spades he extended.

"The Pioneer Thai" says the weather forecast, the warm weather back. Lately, it's been kept the new residents to neglect so much,

MANCED MUSIC

TODAY only, another world is opened to us. The phonograph which is the chief floor of the Musical Memorial. By some means or other of "chastised" selections were provided as it was read by the McClelland and the like. There is no lack of information on the original source of funds, but it is quite apparent that the phonograph has been made since then. The machine and the recordings played over the machine when we turned to the listener to the utmost to hear his favorite se-

The TECH

Tuesday, March 6, 1934

"Well," was the reply, and then the news. "Oh, I'm afraid not," she replied, "Oh, the gladness, and with those Spades he extended.